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External NTFS disk not being detected
03/03/2015 03:56 AM - sin plomo

Status: Invalid Start date: 03/03/2015
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 0%
Category: Filesystem Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version:
Found in version: 4.9.293 Platform: PS3
Description

Hi

My external ntfs hd was perfectly working on some older version of Showtime Media Center, but recently it stopped working,
apparently, it can't find any partitions on it. Log is attached

00:00:49.313: NTFS            [DEBUG]:Waiting for device 1 to settle
00:00:50.353: NTFS            [DEBUG]:Waiting for device 1 to settle
00:00:51.364: NTFS            [DEBUG]:Waiting for device 1 to settle
00:00:52.375: NTFS            [DEBUG]:Waiting for device 1 to settle
00:00:53.386: NTFS            [DEBUG]:Waiting for device 1 to settle
00:00:54.474: NTFS            [DEBUG]:Mounted 0 partitions on device 1
00:02:03.153: NTFS            [DEBUG]:Waiting for device 1 to settle
00:02:04.163: NTFS            [DEBUG]:Waiting for device 1 to settle
00:02:05.173: NTFS            [DEBUG]:Waiting for device 1 to settle
00:02:06.184: NTFS            [DEBUG]:Waiting for device 1 to settle
00:02:07.195: NTFS            [DEBUG]:Waiting for device 1 to settle
00:02:08.293: NTFS            [DEBUG]:Mounted 0 partitions on device 1

History
#1 - 03/03/2015 05:32 AM - Rural Hunter

is the driver dead? does it work on other system?

#2 - 03/03/2015 03:09 PM - sin plomo

It's working fine on muy computer

Rural Hunter wrote:

is the driver dead? does it work on other system?

#3 - 03/03/2015 09:29 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback

Any clue on which the previous version was?
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#4 - 03/07/2015 12:18 AM - sin plomo

Sorry, I don't remember

Andreas Öman wrote:

Any clue on which the previous version was?

#5 - 03/14/2015 07:49 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Invalid

Then i can't help you. It works fine for me and works fine for others so it has to be related to your setup.

Files
showtime-0.log 18 KB 03/03/2015 sin plomo
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